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D.A.R.T. TIPS #6
Power lifts the front wheel
making the bike easier to
balance and steer.
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SAND… A GRITTY
NIGHTMARE OR A
DREAM COME TRUE?
BY BILL DRAGOO & PHOTOS BY SUSAN DRAGOO

RIDING IN SAND REQUIRES WHAT
D.A.R.T. CALLS “THE TWO Ps”
—PEG WEIGHT AND POWER
The big V-Strom 1000 bristles with fresh aftermarket parts—sporty
skid plate, folding mirrors, extra tall windshield, Barkbusters, and those
awesome, rectangular aluminum panniers that look like polished ammo
boxes repurposed for a trip around the world. A typical early effort assembled more by enthusiasm than experience. The rider looks sharp in his
crisp, new riding suit, but beneath the helmet his brow is furrowed and
sweat trickles down his face. He sits proudly, aiming the newly acquired
machine toward the hard sand near the water’s edge. Ahead lies a quartermile of deep, soft torment. He has stopped to assess what he must do next.
His buddies are waiting up ahead. Somehow they managed to cross this sea
of doom and now it’s his turn to join them. He had just pulled up as the
last rider arced across the surface like a teenage athlete on a Seadoo. The
words “just lean back and gas it” come to mind as he drops the clutch and
aims for the group. . . .

B

ig bikes and sand don’t play well together. Anyone who has ridden a 600-pound motorcycle on
the beach for the first time can attest to this fact.
Unless you know the basics of coaxing compliance from a heavy, powerful bike with the will to kill you, it
might.
Riding in sand requires what D.A.R.T. calls “The Two Ps”—
Peg Weight and Power. Balance is, of course, a critical element
as well. Simply leaning back and gassing it can create a negative
dynamic scenario in which the rider is really a passenger on a
projectile with very little control over his destiny. A lot of speed
can be gained quickly once the bike planes out on top. At some

point the rider must roll off the throttle to calm things back
down. Once power is chopped, the front end can plow and
speed is violently scrubbed as bike and rider are stuffed into
the sand. To successfully tackle sand requires practice and
an understanding of the dynamics involved.
Sand constantly influences a motorcycle’s trajectory, requiring extreme concentration, proper body position, and
control inputs (footpegs, handlebars, clutch, and throttle
in particular). When engaging sand it is best to be standing and in balance, not leaned
back and gassing it. From a
body position, roll on
WHEN ENGAGING SAND IT neutral
the throttle a little, leaning
IS BEST TO BE STANDING slightly into the acceleration
forces then, once stable, ease
off to prevent gaining too
AND IN BALANCE, NOT
much speed. At any sign of an
unwelcome turn, press hard
LEANED BACK AND NOT
on the footpeg opposite the
GASSING IT.
direction of the turn. Momentarily add a fair bit of power to
help correct the plowing, and
straighten the bike. Two significant things happen when you add power: the rear wheel
spins up, increasing the stabilizing gyroscopic effect, and
the front wheel is lifted a bit from the sand, reducing plowing tendencies and increasing control. This maneuver can
be repeated as often as necessary to help negotiate a stretch
of deep sand.
Once you are comfortable riding in a straight line, turning
is just one simple step away. Again peg weight and power
are your friends. Weight the footpeg toward your turn and
smoothly add power, turning the handlebars just enough
to allow the front wheel to comply. The bike will respond
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Incredibly steep slopes can
be safely negotiated with
proper technique.

by arcing in the direction you
PRACTICE OFTEN AND IN
wish to go. It is best to complete the turn before rolling off
SHORT SESSIONS. SAND
the power as, once again, plowing can throw you off balance.
CAN BE EXHAUSTING UNTIL
To stop the turn, weight the outYOU LEARN TO RELAX AND
side footpeg, straighten the bars
and, again, add power. The bike
LET THE BIKE MOVE AROUND
should stabilize in the new direction. As you become familiar
BENEATH YOU.
with the results of these inputs
you can manage turns with less
aggression. Being too tentative
sometimes leads to a fall toward
the inside of the turn. It is best to add a healthy amount of
throttle at first then dial it back as your skill increases.
Body position is also important when weighting the footpegs.
As you start your turn, lean the bike beneath you but maintain
an upright position, chest parallel with the handlebars. Once the
turn is established, weight the outside peg to stabilize the bike.
Dabbing is a last resort but, if you must, make it a good one.
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Chopping the throttle in a turn can make
the front wheel plow, putting rider and
bike off balance.

Step far forward on the ground and press off hard as you
pass the point of contact between boot and sand. Get back
up on the footpegs as soon as possible. Dabbing puts your
weight toward the inside of the turn—a bad place to be
in sand.
Practice often and in short sessions. Sand can be exhausting until you learn to relax and let the bike move
around beneath you.
After watching his pals frolic on the beach, the rider decides to cast all fear to the wind and go for it. He stands
like his buddies and rolls on the throttle. The big V-Strom
begins to plane out on top of the sand. He whisks across
the surface like a surfer, crossing back to the pavement
where it’s easier to control the machine, and releases his
breath. That was scary, but the most fun he has ever experienced on a motorcycle.
Bill Dragoo is a BMW Motorrad-certified off-road instructor and operates DART, based in Norman, Oklahoma. All brands are welcome.
Billdragoo.com

